Some general rules* Do not leave your sail lying on hard surfaces when rigged-sail materials suffer
easily from abrasion.
* If possible always rig-up on grass or soft sand. Avoid concrete or tarmac.
* Be careful to avoid points impacting on windows.
* Ensure that your mast has a smooth end plug.
* Do not leave your sail unattended/unattached, rigged or semi rigged. It is lightweight and can fly for great distances.
* Taking particular care of the sail when it is in its bag will reward you with exceptionally long sail life. The materials used by Demon Design do not distort with
time, so you can get the same performance as new when the sail is years old, if
you don't crumple and bend the sail when it is in it's bag.
* The sails and masts are designed to be rigged, used and then dismantled. They
are not designed to be left rigged for long periods. If you have to leave your sail
rigged then apply the outhaul and release the downhaul.
* Do not over downhaul your sails. A 16:1 or 32:1 downhaul system when used
with the Demon Design Tack blocks can easily apply more than 1000kg of force
onto the sail. If you “keep on pulling” the downhaul past maximum, sooner or
later you will break the sail.
* Always roll your sail tightly for storage, it is much less vulnerable to damage.

QUICK RIG
1 - Unroll the sail
2 - Check all battens are fitted and tight. If the sail is supplied with a loose batten fit it now.

3 - Push the mast up the mast-sleeve with one hand whilst holding the foot handle in the other. Make sure that the mast goes through the jaws of the cams, the
first one is the one to watch, the rest normally self feed.

4 - Apply the minimum downhaul necessary to move the boom far enough down
the mast to fit the boom, then fit the boom and apply full outhaul so that the sail
is flat across the boom.
5 - Finish downhauling.
6 - Finally ease the outhaul to the correct amount for the prevailing conditions
DE-RIG
7 - De-rig is the reverse of rigging. Release the downhaul first, then release the
outhaul, remove the boom and finally remove the mast from the sail.

For a video of the rigging process please visit
www.demondesign.eu/support

Read to the end before starting
1. Find a nice soft place to rig up.
Sails don’t like tarmac or concrete.
2. Unroll the sail and fit the bottom
batten if necessary. All battens
should be fitted and tight before
inserting the mast.

3. Feed mast into the sail.
Hold the bottom handle in your
left hand and push the mast up
with your right hand.

4. Never “concertina” your sail onto
the mast, just push the mast up the
sail from the bottom. We recommend you apply a light silicone
spray to your mast occasionally to
aid rigging and use.

5. Apply just enough downhaul
to bring the boom cutout low
enough to put the boom on.

Handle the sail carefully

6. Put the boom on the mast.
Make sure that the outhaul lines lead
without crossing, The VG7 requires
more outhaul tension than most sails.

7. Finish downhauling, the
adjustment range of the downhaul on a VG7 is 100-125mm.

8. Finally ease the outhaul to the
desired setting and go sailing.
In this picture you can see the 8.5
VG7_M2L in a strong wind setting,
with hard downhaul, and medium
hard outhaul.

DE-RIGGING IS THE REVERSE OF RIGGING.
* Release downhaul FIRST.
* Then release outhaul and remove the boom
* The sail is vulnerable to damage now- be careful with it
* Have an assistant hold the head handle or hook it over a fixed object then pull
the mast out of the sleeve with the sail kept straight.
* Do NOT concertina the sail off of the mast
* Remove any diagonal battens
* Roll the sail TIGHTLY and place in bag- SLEEVE end first.

Notes- The sail should be
rolled tightly. A tightly
rolled sail is much less vulnerable to damage during
storage and transport.

STORAGE
If storing your sail for a long period (+2 months), it should be rinsed in fresh water and completely dried before being stored in a cool dry location. Normally
there is no need to wash your sail or to remove it from the bag. Taking a sail in
and out of its bag and rolling/unrolling it wears it almost as much as using it. The
only exception to this is if the sail is covered in sand, in which case the sand
needs to be rinsed off as it it abrasive and will scratch and damage the window
during transport.

2021 sails and later are fitted with 28mm tack
blocks and plate.
This is a very strong and low friction system and
gives excellent and easy adjustment of the downhaul tension.
The plates are provided with a 3 position “swing
adjustment” to allow the block to properly align
with your extension.
Some extension pulleys are located closer or
further away from the mast.
There are 3 positions on the tack plate, use the
appropriate hole to keep the front edge of the sail
located next to the mast under hard downhaul.
When changing the position pay attention not to lose the spacers that are located
between the block and the bolt.

Position 3

Position 1
Position 2

The standard batten set in the VG7 has been individually designed and built for
each location in the sail to give the widest possible performance range for the
intended use of the design. For example, the 9.5 VG7_M2L has a set that will give
good performance from 0-22 knots. You can make the battens better for above
16 knots or below 8 knots but this then means less performance in the other conditions. If you sail in varied conditions, then use the standard set. If you wish to
make your sail more specialist then talk to us
about specific strong or light wind battens.
BATTEN TENSION
The batten tension is not a tuning device. We
recommend that you tighten the battens to
remove any vertical creases through the batten
pockets, and then ignore them. We have never
found any gain from over tightening or over
loosening the battens.
The batten tensioners used in Demon Design
sails utilise a hex head socket grub screw to
tighten. You will need a 5mm allen key.

5 mm Allen Key

BATTEN BREAKAGE
The VG7 sails can be set VERY full, much fuller than other brands. This can give
enormous power, especially downwind with low downhaul and low outhaul, but it
also means that the battens can be vulnerable to breakage during rigging and in
use, especially when gybing. When the sail is set “Flat” you do not break battens.
When the sail is “Full” or highly curved the battens are vulnerable.
* Be cautious during rigging, specifically NEVER fully downhaul the sail without
the boom on and outhaul applied.
* When handling the rigged sail on land be cautious about striking/hitting the
back edge of the sail on the ground or objects. This can compress the battens
with great force and cause damage or breakage
* On the water it is NORMAL to use the sail very curved and 99% of the time
gybing the very curved sail will not cause a batten breakage, but 1% will. To
avoid breakage apply outhaul before gybing to flatten the sail a bit. In a racing
context, this is not always possible, and then you have to take the risk.

Photo_1 shows an 8.5
VG7_5B1 set full.
There is a lot of curvature in the
top 2 battens, this setting will
give maximum power. The
camber is relatively back in the
sail and the entry is fine. To set
the sail for maximum power it
is necessary to have BIG
creases in the window panel of
the sail.

Photo_2. When the creases in
the window panel are big, the
top of the sail is full and powerful.
The upper leech is closed and
tight.

Photo_3. shows the same
sail with hard downhaul.
This is as flat and twisted
as the 5B1 design goes, it
is designed as a lightwind
sail, but it still has a good
shape range.

The VG7_M2L has the biggest useable shape
range in windsurfing.
Photos 1 and 2 show the powerful lightwind maximum power setting of the 8.5 M2L. The downhaul
and outhaul are both loose. The top of the sail is
highly cambered and the cloth around the window
panel is loose. This sails battens are slightly too
soft in the front for light winds, the sail would be
faster with a flatter entry.

Photos 3 and 4 show the strong wind setting
of the same sail. The leech is starting to loosen and the top of the sail is flat and twisted.
The creases around the window are all gone
and the camber is pulled further forwards.

The effects of outhaul and downhaul are quite different and independent.
Outhaul affects only the amount of camber, it has very little effect on the chord-wise position
of maximum camber or on the foil twist.
Downhaul affects the chordwise position of maximum camber, the spanwise camber
distribution and the foil twist.
More downhaul moves the position of maximum camber towards the mast, flattens the head
relative to the foot and increases the foil twist.
Don't be afraid to experiment with weird sets for your VG7, you might find one that is really
fast! However if you experiment using loose (120mm less downhaul than floppy leech) in
light and tight in strong winds as a guide you should soon get a good idea of how to alter
your sail for different conditions
*FAST IS RIGHT*
The most important adjustment is the amount
of camber (outhaul). Second most important
is foil twist, third is spanwise camber Distribution (fullness of head relative to foot), less
important is the cordwise position of maximum camber and the camber shape.

This area mostly effected
by downhaul, flattening
and releasing when more
downhaul applied

Usually the set that feels the best is not the
fastest, especially in strong winds there is a
tendency to go for a comfortable set up, this
is OK if you are not too worried about winning.
The most powerful set is usually with small
horizontal 'puckers' in the luff panels next to
the sleeve. The effect of creases on speed is
almost zero, unless creases are really huge
they are well inside the boundary layer and so
have little effect. It is unfortunate that a large
proportion of windsurfers suffer from the
'beautiful sail' syndrome and think that 'what
looks right is right', this is utter hogwash.
What looks right is simply what you are used
to. *DON'T BE AFRAID OF CREASES*

Outhaul.
Effects mostly
camber, little effect on twist or
relative camber
Downhaul. More downhaul increases twist, flattens head relative to foot
and moves point of maximum camber forwards

It is well worth learning the proper technique for pumping with a VG7 as this will
both reduce the effort required to pump at a normal rate and also increase the
maximum force that you can produce if you are fit enough!
The most effective way to pump is with a circular motion. The intention is to get an
airflow across the top of the sail so that it produces drive from lift rather than from
a flapping motion.
The movement consists of sheeting out when the sail is moved downwind and back,
then sheeting in as the sail is moved hard forward and upwind.
Start the cycle as the power pulse from
the last pump dies away. Sheet out
and move the top of the rig to leeward
and aft, bending your legs and
straightening your back arm. You may
have to bend your front arm to sheet
out enough.
When the rig is as far to leeward as
you can reach start to sheet in. When
you have sheeted roughly to the
normal place start to move the rig tip
to windward and forward while
continuing to sheet in. If you are
pumping hard try to use your legs as
much as possible as this will allow to
pump harder and longer.
At the end of the pumping movement
the airflow will take short time to
dissipate so it is more efficient of effort
to hold the final position for a short
time until you feel the force fall away.
Usually the best set is minimum downhaul (about 100mm less than floppy
leech) and maximum camber.

Camber- Depth or curve of sail
Chord- Width of sail
Camber position- position of maximum camber
relative to sail chord (%)
Span - Distance from tack to head of sail
Tack- Bottom of sail
Head- Top of sail
Luff- Front of sail
Leech- Rear of sail
Clew- Rear boom attachment point
Tack- bottom of sail
Head- top of sail

LIFT and DRAG are the parts of the TOTAL FORCE of the sail acting perpendicular to and in line with the APPARENT WIND direction. Note that the lift and
drag are not relative to the boom direction.
ANGLE OF ATTACK is the angle between the centreline of the boom and the
apparent wind direction. When you sheet in you increase the angle of attack.
As you increase the angle of attack you increase
the lift, but the drag increases faster with an
increasing rate of increase. (Exponential)
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At an angle depending on the sail
geometry the lift stops increasing,
this is called the STALL ANGLE. However the drag
carries on increasing and
so the total force
may also increase
for a bit after the
stall angle is
reached.
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Is it OK to put the sail away wet or is it better to take it out of the bag
to dry it?
On balance it is better to leave the sail in its bag undisturbed until next time you
use it. Taking the sail out of the bag wears it as much as sailing with it. Try to store
the bag where it will not be moved or stepped on. Laminates don't mind the wet
but they don't like being crumpled.
UV LIGHT.
Light ages sails so try to store the sails in the dark and certainly not in direct sunlight.
Do not leave sails rigged in the light for weeks if you want them to last more than
a year or two.
SAND.
If you rig on sand try not to get too much sand up the sleeve. Normally the Demon
Design cams do not wear the mast excessively but if you get sand between the
cam and the mast regularly you may find that wear occurs. If you think that you
have sand up the sleeve then dip the rig in the water until the sleeve fills when you
first launch.
LUBRICANT.
Apply a light silicone lubricant to the mast occasionally (about once a month). This
will make rigging easier and help your mast last longer. It also helps the sails adjust
by sliding up and down the mast quicker and easier.
If you use an adjustable downhaul and/or outhaul these can also work better with
a bit of silicone lubricant, give the pulleys and any non cleating ropes a spray every
two or three times you sail.
LOOSEN BATTENS?
Crumpling severely reduces the life of laminate sails.
Laminates are able to stand low level continuous strain well.
The consequence of these facts is that the battens in laminate sails SHOULD
ALWAYS BE KEPT TIGHT.

Max Wojcik,
Raceboard World and European champion on his VG7_5B1
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